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Abstract. In this paper we constructed a class of double length hash
functions which are maximally secure i.e. the birthday attack is the best
possible attack. Recently, Joux [6] in Crypto-04 showed a multicollision
attack on the classical iterated hash function which can be used to get the
collision on the concatenated double length hash functions. Very recently,
Lucks [10] also designed a double-pipe hash which is secure against any
multicollision attack and Hirose [5] designed a double block length colli-
sion resistance hash functions which are based on a secure block-cipher.
Here, we study closely to their papers [5], [10] and constructed a class of
secure double length hash functions.

1 Introduction

Theoretically one can define hash function by any function f : D → R where,
|D| > |R|. But in practice, one consider hash function f : {0, 1}n+m → {0, 1}n,
m > 0. It has many applications in cryptography such as digital signature
schemes, public key encryption schemes, message authentication codes etc. To
guarantee the security of these schemes hash function should satisfy some secu-
rity assumptions. There are many known security assumptions e.g. collision re-
sistance, pre-image resistance, 2nd pre-image resistance and so on. Also one need
hash function defined on an arbitrary domain. To design an arbitrary domain
hash function one first design a fixed domain hash function f : {0, 1}n+m →
{0, 1}n (also known as a compression function) and then extend the domain
to arbitrary domain by iterating the compression function several times. This
method is known as MD-method [2], [11]. Given a message M first append 10i

so that the length of the message is a multiple of m and then append the bi-
nary representation of the length of the message. This padding method is also
known as MD-strengthening. So, for some fixed initial value h0 ∈ {0, 1}n and a
padded input M = m1|| · · · ||ml ∈ ({0, 1}m)∗ where, |mi| = m, the hash function
Hf (h0, ·) : ({0, 1}m)∗ → {0, 1}n can be defined as follow :

Algorithm Hf (h0,m1|| . . . ||ml)
For i = 1 to l
hi = f(hi−1,mi)
Return hl



1.1 Type of Attacks on compression functions and Hash Functions.

Let f : {0, 1}m+n → {0, 1}n be a compression function. We can define the
following attacks on this compression function.

1. preimage attack : Given y find x such that f(x) = y.
2. 2nd preimage attack : Given x find x′ 6= x such that f(x′) = f(x).
3. collision attack : Find x 6= x′ such that f(x′) = f(x).

Let Hf (IV, ·) : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n be a hash function based on a compression
function f(·) with an initial value IV ∈ {0, 1}n. The most popularly attacks are
the following :

free-start (2nd) preimage attack: For a given output y ∈ {0, 1}n find
IV ∈ {0, 1}n, x ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that Hf (IV, x) = y. In case of 2nd pre-image at-
tack given x′ find IV ∈ {0, 1}n and x ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that Hf (IV, x) = Hf (IV, x′)
and x 6= x′.

(2nd) preimage attack : Given IV ∈ {0, 1}n and output y ∈ {0, 1}n find
x ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that Hf (IV, x) = y. Similarly one can define 2nd preimage
attack.

(free-start) collision attack : Find x, x′ ∈ {0, 1}∗ and IV, IV ′ ∈ {0, 1}n such
that (IV, x) 6= (IV ′, x) and Hf (IV ′, x′) = Hf (IV, x). In case of collision attack
the initial value IV is fixed and given.

Besides these attacks one can consider a generalization of collision attack
which is known as multicollision attack. Although the security of multicollision
attack has very limited applications in cryptographic protocol it has importance
to find a collision attack as in [4], [6], [7], [8], [13].

r-way collision attack or multicollision attack : Given IV ∈ {0, 1}n find a
set {x1, . . . , xr} (multicollision set) such that g(IV, x1) = · · · = g(IV, xr). Simi-
larly one can define r-way (2nd) preimage attack.

In the case of classical iterated hash function with MD-strengthening, the
security of free-start attack on Hf is equivalent to that of collision resistance of
f . Similar results also hold for (2nd) preimage. It is easy to observe that free-
start attack is much easier than that of without free-start attack. To construct
a collision resistance hash function it is enough to construct a collision resistant
compression function. Also there are possibilities that the underlying compres-
sion function is not collision resistance but the hash function is secure against
collision attack.

1.2 Complexity of attacks in the random oracle model.

A function g : D → R is said to be a random function (in other word, g is
modelled as a random oracle) if for each k > 0 and a subset {x1, . . . , xk} ⊆ D,



g(x1), · · · , g(xk) are independently and uniformly distributed on the set R. So,
only way to know the value of g(x) is to make a query of g(·) with input x even
if the value of g(x1), · · · , g(xk) are known with xi 6= x. The complexity of an
attack in the random oracle model of g is the number of queries of g.

1. Complexity of the birthday attack for (free-start) preimage resistance and
(free-start) 2nd preimage attack is O(|R|) or O(2n) (when R = {0, 1}n).

2. Complexity of the birthday attack for collision attack is O(|R|1/2) or O(2n/2)
(when R = {0, 1}n).

3. Complexity of the birthday attack for r-way collision attack is O(|R|(r−1)/r)
or O(2(r−1)n/r) (when R = {0, 1}n). For r-way (2nd) preimage attack it has
complexity O(r.|R|) or O(r.2n) (when R = {0, 1}n).

Here we model the underlying compression function f : {0, 1}n+m → {0, 1}n

as a random oracle and based on that we have either a compression function F
or a hash function H. When we study an attack on F or H the complexity is
the number of queries of f to be required.

2 Double Length Compression Function

We will construct a double length compression function from one or two single
length compression functions. If a single length compression function has output
size n then that of double length compression function is 2n. For the smaller size
hash function the birthday attack can be feasible. So to make birthday infeasible
we need to construct a compression function with larger size output. One way
to do that design a compression function with larger size output from scratch.
The other way is to design a larger size compression function from a smaller size
compression function and prove its security level using the security level of the
underlying compression function. We will be interested to the second method.
For designing a hash function we will use the classical MD-method.

2.1 Using two independent single length compression functions

Let C1, C2 : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}n be two independent compression functions with
N > 2n. Define a compression function C : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}2n by C(X) =
C1(X)||C2(X). A collision on C reduces to simultaneous collisions on C1 and
C2 i.e. for X 6= Y , C(X) = C(Y ) implies C1(X) = C1(Y ) and C2(X) = C2(Y ).
Two random functions C1 and C2 are said to be independent if the output
distributions are independent.

Proposition 1. If C1 and C2 are two independent random oracles then finding
collision on C requires Ω(2n) many queries of C1 and C2.



Proof. If the adversary asks q many queries to C1 and C2 then he can compute
the values of C for at most q inputs say X1, · · · , Xq. For any two inputs Xi and
Xj with i 6= j, we have,

Pr[C(Xi) = C(Xj)] = Pr[C1(Xi) = C1(Xj), C2(Xi) = C2(Xj)] = 1/22n.

So total probability of getting collision is bounded by q(q − 1)/22n+1, where
q(q−1)/2 is the number of pairs (Xi, Xj) with i 6= j. To have the non-negligible
probability we need q = Ω(2n). ut

2.2 Using two independent double key length block-ciphers

There are many secure ways to construct a compression function from a block-
cipher [9], [12]. Let E(i) : {0, 1}2n ×{0, 1}n → {0, 1}n be two independent block
ciphers with key-length 2n bits, i = 1, 2. One can define a compression function
Ci : {0, 1}3n → {0, 1}n where, Ci(x, y, z) = E

(i)
x||y(z) ⊕ z and finally define

C by C1||C2. Here, we assume that E(1)(k, ·) and E(2)(k, ·) are independent
random permutations. Similar to the compression function let us assume that
an adversary can make at most q queries of E(1), E(1)−1

and E(2), E(2)−1
. Now

note the following :

1. From one query of E(i) or E(i)−1
he can make exactly one computation of

C and hence, for at most q inputs X1, · · · , Xq, C(X1), · · · , C(Xq) can be
computed.

2. For any Xi, C1(Xi) and C2(Xi) are independently distributed over a set of
size at least 2n − q. If q ≤ 2n−1, C(Xi) can take any n-bit with probability
at most 1/2n−1

So probability of getting collision after q queries is bounded by q(q−1)/22n−1.
So again we need q = Ω(2n) to have non-negligible probability of getting colli-
sion. In case of q ≥ 2n−1 it is also Ω(2n).

Remark 1. The rate of the double length compression function is 1/2 as it uses
two invocations of E(·) to hash a single n-block message.

Remark 2. Similar result holds if we consider C(x, y, z) = Ex||y(z) ⊕ z ⊕ y. We
only need that

1. x, y, z should determine uniquely the computation of E(·) and hence from a
set of q queries of E or E−1 at most q values of C will be known.

2. the output of C(x, y, z) is randomly distributed over a large set in the black-
box model of the block cipher. In fact, if for any single computation it is
randomly distributed on the set {0, 1}n then after q queries the value of C
will be uniformly distributed over a set of size at least 2n − q.

So there are many block cipher based rate-1/2 double length schemes [5]
which are maximally secure.



Remark 3. One can define two independent compression functions from a single
compression function by changing one bit in a position. For example, C1(X) =
C ′(0||X) and C2(X) = C ′(1||X). Here, Ci : {0, 1}N−1 → {0, 1}n whereas C :
{0, 1}N → {0, 1}n. In case of block cipher based compression function we do the
same thing for a single key bit.

2.3 Using a single length compression function.

In this section we study the Lucks’s construction [10] and generalize the class
of secure double length hash function. The construction proposed by Lucks [10]
has also been proposed independently by Finney [3] in a mailing list. Let C :
{0, 1}N → {0, 1}n be a compression function, N > 2n. One can define a compres-
sion function by C(p1(X))||C(p2(X)) where, p1 and p2 are some permutations
on N -bits. Without loss of generality one can assume p1 as an identity function
and p = p2 (otherwise think as a function of p1(X) and take p = p2(p−1

1 (·))). So
we have a compression function Cp(X) = C(X)||C(p(X)) where,

– C : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}n.
– p : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}N , a permutation.

In Lucks’s paper [10] he considered the permutation p(x||y||z) = (y||x||z)
where, |x| = |y| = |z| = n. If p(·) is not a permutation then the compression
function Cp is weak in structure as one can find two different inputs X 6= Y
such that p(X) = p(Y ) and hence C(p(X)) = C(p(Y )). So one can find collision
on one part of the output very easily. Now we show that if the permutation p
satisfies a condition then the function Cp is secure against collision attack under
some reasonable assumptions of C.

Assumption 1 The minimum complexity for finding X ∈ {0, 1}N such that
C(X) = C(p(X)) where, p(X) 6= X is Ω(2n).

Assumption 2 It is hard (minimum complexity Ω(2n)) to find X 6= Y such
that C(X) = C(Y ) and C(p(X)) = C(p(Y )) where, {X,Y } 6= {p(X), p(Y )}.

The assumptions say that it is hard to find a related collision pair or two
collision pairs which are related. The above assumptions can be verified easily
if we assume C as a random function. From a set of q queries one can get O(q)
many pairs of the form (X, p(X)) and for fixed X, Pr[C(X) = C(p(X))] = 1/2n

provided p(X) 6= X. Similarly, from a set of q queries one can get O(q2) many
pairs of the form (X, Y ) and for fixed X and Y , Pr[C(X) = C(Y ), C(p(X)) =
C(p(Y ))] = 1/22n provided {X,Y } 6= {p(X), p(Y )}.

Definition 1. Let f : S → S be some function. An element x ∈ S is said to
be a fixed point of f if f(x) = x. We denote the set of fixed points of f by
Ff = {x; f(x) = x} .



The next theorem says the compression function Cp is maximally collision
resistance if the permutation p does not have many fixed points.

Theorem 1. For any permutation p where Fp is small enough to find a collision
on C (i.e. |Fp| << 2n/2) then

1. under the assumption 1 and 2, finding a collision of Cp requires Ω(2n)
queries of C.

2. under the random oracle model of C finding a collision of Cp requires Ω(2n)
queries of C.

Proof. Let Cp(X) = Cp(Y ) where, X 6= Y . So we have 2-way collision sets
{X, Y } and {p(X), p(Y )}. Now we have three possible cases.

– Case-1 : Y = p(X) and X = p(Y ). In this case we have a collision set
{X, p(X)} where p(X) 6= X. So by assumption 1 the complexity for finding
collision of Cp is Ω(2n).

– Case-2 : p(X) = X and p(Y ) = Y i.e. X 6= Y ∈ Fp. But this can not be
true as Fp is small enough to find a collision on C (otherwise (X, Y ) will be
a collision pair of C).

– Case-3 : {X,Y } 6= {p(X), p(Y )}. By assumption 2 again we need Ω(2n)
queries.

So, in the all cases the complexity for finding collision of Cp is Ω(2n). We
have already noted that the assumptions 1 and 2 are true in the random oracle
model of C and hence the second part of the theorem is immediate from the first
part. ut

Remark 4. The assumptions made for the permutation p(·) is necessary as one
can find a collision attack on Cp if p(·) does not satisfy the condition. So, p
is a permutation such that |Fp| ≥ 2n/2. Then find X 6= Y ∈ Fp such that
C(X) = C(Y ). Then obviously, Cp(X) = C(X)||C(p(X)) = C(X)||C(X) =
C(Y )||C(Y ) = Cp(Y ).

Also there are many permutations which satisfy the condition. Here we state
few examples of that.

Example 1. Let p(H ′||H ′′||M) = H ′||H ′′||M where M is the bit-wise comple-
ment of M and |H ′| = |H ′′| = n. Note M 6= M for all M . So Fp = ∅.

Example 2. Let pi(X) = X1|| · · · ||Xi−1||Xi||Xi+1|| · · · ||XN . Here, Xi denotes
the ith bit of X. It is easy to check that, Fpi = ∅. In fact, we can take bit-wise
complement for any number of positions of X.

Example 3. Now consider the example in [10]. p(H ′||H ′′||M) = H ′′||H ′||M .
Here, Fp = {H ′||H ′′||M : H ′ = H ′′}. So, |Fp| = 22n which is large enough
to find a collision.



2.4 Using a double key length block cipher.

Now we will study the security of the compression function based on a secure
block cipher. Let E : {0, 1}2n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n be a block cipher with 2n-bit
keys and we will assume E(·) as a black-box. Now consider the same definition
we have already taken i.e. C(x, y, z) = Ex||y(z)⊕z and Cp(X) = C(X)||C(p(X))
for some permutation p(·). To prove that Cp is maximally secure against collision
attack it is enough to prove the assumptions 1 and 2 and take some permutation
p with a small set of fixed points.

As we have already noted in the remark 3 that from a set of q queries of E
or E−1 we have at most q values of C and each one is randomly distributed over
a set of size at least 2n−1 provided q ≤ 2n−1.

1. So after q queries of E or E−1 we can have O(q) inputs say X1, · · · , Xq,
where C(X1), · · · , C(Xq) can be computed. Also there can be at most O(q)
pairs of the form (X, p(X)). For each pair Pr[C(p(X)) = C(X)] ≤ 1/2n−1 if
q ≤ 2n−1 and p(X) 6= X. This proves the assumption 1.

2. Also we can have O(q2) pairs of the form (X, Y ). So, for each pair (Xi, Xj)
with i 6= j we have, Pr[C(Xi) = C(Xj), C(p(Xi)) = C(p(Xj))] ≤ q2/22n−2

if q ≤ 2n−1 and {X, Y } 6= {p(X), p(Y )}. So probability of finding a collision
is bounded by q2/22n−2 which proves assumption 2.

3 Double Length Hash Function

From the previous section we know several double length compression functions
which are maximally secure. Collision resistance of the compression function im-
plies the free-start collision resistance of the extended hash function. So, all hash
function based on these compression function are also maximally secure. Now
one can ask whether are there any compression functions which are not secure
but the hash functions based on that compression function are secure against
collision attack? As free-start collision resistance of extended hash function is
equivalent to the collision resistance of the underlying compression function we
only here will be looking for collision resistance of hash functions with fixed
initial value. As in the previous section we have a double length compression
function Cp for a single length compression function C and a permutation p(·).

Definition 2. Let p be a permutation on N - bits.

1. Define Fp[2n] = {Z ∈ {0, 1}2n : ∃ M ∈ {0, 1}N−2n such that Z||M ∈ Fp }.
It is a projection of Fp onto the the first 2n-bits of it.

2. We say the permutation p is good if 22n/|Fp[2n]| = Ω(2n).

Assumption 3 The complexity of any algorithm which finds M and H0 /∈
Fp[2n] such that Cp(H0,M) ∈ Fp[2n] has complexity Ω(2n).



The above assumption can be verified under random oracle model of C and
if 22n/|Fp[2n]| = Ω(2n) i.e. the permutation p(·) is good. The permutation in
the example-3 in the previous section is good. Now we can state the following
theorem :

Theorem 2. If Assumptions 1,2 and 3 are satisfied then any collision finding
algorithm for HCp

requires time complexity Ω(2n). So, in the random oracle
model of C, HCp

is maximally secure against collision attack.

Proof. Let (M, N) ba a collision on HCp

and H0 /∈ Fp[2n]. We denote Hi and
Gi for internal hash value while computing the final hash value for message M
and N respectively. Now we have one of the following :

1. there is i such that Hi /∈ Fp[2n] but Cp(Hi||M) ∈ Fp[2n], for some M .

2. There are Hi 6= Gi /∈ Fp[2n] but there is M such that C(Hi,M) = C(Gi,M)
and C(p(Hi,M)) = C(p(Gi,M)). Here, Hi and Gi denote the internal hash
value for the collision pair M and N respectively.

In the second case we reduces to the collision on Cp which is infeasible because
of assumption 1 and 2. In the first case it is still infeasible by assumption 3. ut

Let E : {0, 1}2n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n be a block cipher with 2n-bit key and
we will assume E(·) as a black-box. Now consider the same definition we have
already taken i.e. C(x, y, z) = Ex||y(z) ⊕ z and Cp(X) = C(X)||C(p(X)) for
some good permutation p(·). To prove that the hash function as defined is secure
against collision attack it is enough to prove the assumptions 1,2 and 3 under
black-box model of E(·). We have already proved that assumption 1 and 2.
Assumption 3 is also true as output of C is randomly distributed over a large set
of size at least 2n−1 provided q ≤ 2n−1 and because of H0 /∈ Fp[2n], H0||M 6=
p(H0||M).

4 Multicollision security of collision resistance Hash
function.

Joux’s Multicollision attack. In a recent paper by Joux [6], it was shown
that there is a 2r-way collision attack for the classical iterated hash function
with complexity O(r2n/2) which is much less than Ω(2

n(2r−1)
2r ) (the complexity

for random oracle model, see the section 1.2. The idea of his attack is to find
first r successive collisions and then combine those collisions independently to
get 2r-way collision.

f(h0, m
1
1) = f(h0, m

2
1) = h1,

f(h1, m
1
2) = f(h1, m

2
2) = h2,

...
f(hr−1,m

1
r) = f(hr−1,m

2
r) = hr.



Now it is easy to check that, Hf (mi1
1 || · · · ||mir

r ) = hr where, i1, · · · , ir ∈
{1, 2}. So, we have 2r-way collision by finding only r successive 2-way collisions.

Application of Multicollision.

In the same paper by Joux [6], it was shown that how multicollision can be
used. Let H : D → {0, 1}n be some hash function which has 2n/2-way multicol-
lision with time complexity q(n). Then for any other function G : D → {0, 1}n,
H(·)||G(·) has collision in the time complexity q(n). So if q(n) is lower than 2n

(which is the complexity for birthday attack on H||G) then we have a collision-
attack for H||G with complexity q(n) assuming one query for one computation
of G(·). Basically, we will search a collision for G(·) from the multicollision set
of H(·) and a collision is guaranteed in the random oracle model if the search
space has desirable size (here 2n/2). So it is not desirable to use a hash function
having multicollision for extending the size of the output.

4.1 Multicollision secure Hash Functions.

In [10] Lucks constructed a double-pipe hash function which is secure against
multicollision attack. The idea of the construction is to first construct a secure
double length hash function HCp

(for some permutation p) and then compress it
into a single length output by applying another compression function. the mul-
ticollision attack has very limited applications in cryptography except to find a
collision on bigger length hash functions. As we have already showed the double
length hash function used by Lucks is secure against collision attack so we may
not need to study the multicollision security of the single length hash function.
So the last invocation of the compression function is not important in the view
of multicollision security.

Also it can be shown that if we consider any one part of the final hash value
of double length hash function then it is secure against multicollision attack
provided the underlying double length compression function is collision secure.
So, consider the the hash function H ′(M) = [HCp

(M)]L where, [X]L denotes
the first n bits of 2n-bit X. Any r-way collision on H ′ can be reduced to a
collision on Cp or r-way collision on C. So under the assumption 1 and 2 and
the permutation p does not have many fixed point then H ′ defined as above is
secure against multicollision attack.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have discussed the security of a class of double block length
hash functions. This class includes the construction proposed by [5], [10]. In fact,
it almost includes all possible definitions of double length compression function
from a single length compression function having rate 1/2. The security study is



generic in nature. We have also pointed out the multicollision security of a single
length hash function constructed from a double length compression function de-
pends on the collision security of the double length compression function. As the
multicollision security is important only (it has other very limited application)
for getting collision, there is no need to study the multicollision security of the
construction defined like [10]. Even if we use this hash function we can ignore
the last invocation as it would be still multicollision secure.
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